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I. INTRODUCTION 1 

A. Witness Identification 2 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 3 

A. My name is Robert R. Mudra and my business address is 1844 Ferry Road, Naperville, 4 

Illinois 60563. 5 

Q. By whom are you employed and in what capacity? 6 

A. I am employed by AGL Services Company, a subsidiary of AGL Resources Inc. who is 7 

the parent company of Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/a Nicor Gas Company (“Nicor 8 

Gas” or the “Company”) as its Director, Finance and Rates. 9 

B. Background and Experience 10 

Q. Please describe your duties and responsibilities as Director, Finance and Rates. 11 

A. I am responsible for establishing gas distribution rates and for providing rate-related 12 

corporate wide support of state regulatory affairs across AGL Resources Inc.’s seven 13 

natural gas distribution companies located in Illinois, New Jersey, Virginia, Maryland, 14 

Georgia, Florida and Tennessee.  With respect to rate matters at Nicor Gas, I am 15 

responsible for directing the rate research, design and administration of Nicor Gas’ rates. 16 

I am also responsible for finance related regulatory issues and directing the economic 17 

analysis for certain large new business projects.  My department also maintains the public 18 

records relating to the tariffs on file with the Illinois Commerce Commission 19 

(“Commission”). 20 

Q. Please describe your educational background. 21 

A. I hold a Bachelor of Science Degree, cum laude, from Eastern Illinois University, with a 22 

major in Energy Management, and a Master of Business Administration degree with a 23 

concentration in Finance from Northern Illinois University.  I have also earned right to 24 
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use the Chartered Financial Analyst designation, from the CFA Institute, which is a 25 

globally recognized standard of competence in the field of investment analysis and 26 

management. 27 

Q. Please summarize your professional and managerial experience. 28 

A. I have been employed by Nicor Gas for 25 years.  I began my employment with Nicor 29 

Gas in 1987 as an Energy Representative working with residential, commercial and 30 

industrial customers in the Sales Department.  Subsequently, I have held various 31 

leadership positions in the Sales, Market Planning, Rates, and Treasury  departments of 32 

Nicor Gas and Nicor Inc. including: Coordinator of Financial Analysis; Manager, 33 

Financial Analysis and Projects; and, Director, Rates and Financial Analysis.  In March 34 

of 2010, I was promoted to Assistant Vice President, Finance and Rates for Nicor Inc. 35 

and Nicor Gas.  In January of 2012, following reorganization by which Nicor Gas 36 

became a wholly-owned subsidiary of AGL Resources Inc., I assumed my present 37 

position with AGL Services Company as Director, Finance and Rates. 38 

Q. Have you previously testified before the Commission? 39 

A. Yes.  I testified in the Company’s last two rate cases, Docket Nos. 08-0363 and 04-0779, 40 

Docket No. 09-0428 and others. 41 

II. PURPOSE OF TESTIMONY AND IDENTIFICATION OF EXHIBITS 42 

Q. What is the purpose of your direct testimony? 43 

A. The purpose of my direct testimony is to describe and support the new tariffed service set 44 

forth in Rider 17 Purchase of Receivables with Consolidated Billing (“PORCB”) (“Rider 45 

17” or “Rider PORCB”), which provides certain Alternative Gas Suppliers (“AGS”), 46 

defined as Qualifying Alternative Gas Suppliers (“Q-AGS”), the option to have Nicor 47 
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Gas purchase their receivables for natural gas sales made by the Q-AGS to residential 48 

retail customers and small commercial customers. 49 

Q. What exhibits are attached to your direct testimony? 50 

A. I have attached two exhibits to my testimony:  (1) Nicor Gas Exhibit 1.1, which is 51 

proposed Rider PORCB submitted by Nicor Gas to the Commission on September 5, 52 

2012; and (2) Nicor Gas Exhibit 1.2, which is the Settlement Agreement dated May 19, 53 

2011 in Docket No. 11-0046 (“Settlement Agreement”), between AGL Resources Inc., 54 

Nicor Inc., Nicor Gas, the Retail Energy Supply Association (“RESA”) and Interstate 55 

Gas Supply of Illinois (“IGS”). 56 

III. RIDER PORCB BACKGROUND  57 

Q. Has the Commission previously approved utility cost recovery relating to purchase 58 

of receivables? 59 

A. Yes.  Pursuant to Section 16-118(c) of the Illinois Public Utilities Act, 220 ILCS 5/16-60 

118(c), the Commission approved purchase of receivables programs for the Ameren 61 

Illinois Utilities (Docket Nos. 08-0619, 08-0620, & 08-0621 (Cons.), Order (Aug. 19, 62 

2009)) and Commonwealth Edison Company (Docket No. 10-0138, Order (Dec. 15, 63 

2010) and Order on Rehearing (Aug. 17, 2011)). 64 

Q. What is the significance of the Settlement Agreement with RESA and IGS? 65 

A. Under the terms of the Settlement Agreement, RESA and IGS supported legislation in the 66 

Illinois General Assembly to establish a Purchase of Receivables Program to be offered 67 

by natural gas utilities in Illinois.  The proposed legislation is attached as Exhibit 1 to the 68 

Settlement Agreement, which is attached to my direct testimony as Nicor Gas Exhibit 69 

1.2.  The Settlement Agreement specifies that, if the proposed legislation was not enacted 70 

by the Illinois General Assembly by the end of the Spring 2012 session, Nicor Gas would 71 
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file with the Commission tariff sheets to establish a Purchase of Receivables Program 72 

within three months after the end of the Spring 2012 session.  Nicor Gas submitted the 73 

new tariff Rider PORCB to the Commission to fulfill the Company’s obligation under the 74 

terms of the Settlement Agreement. 75 

Q. Did Nicor Gas share its proposed Rider PORCB with RESA and IGS before 76 

submitting it to the Commission? 77 

A. Yes.  In addition, Nicor Gas had numerous discussions with representatives from RESA 78 

and IGS regarding its proposed Rider PORCB, including an in-person meeting.   79 

Q. What is your understanding of the position of RESA and IGS with respect to Nicor 80 

Gas’ Rider PORCB? 81 

A. Based upon my discussions with RESA and IGS, I understand that RESA and IGS have 82 

no objection to the submission Nicor Gas made to the Commission. 83 

IV. OVERVIEW OF RIDER PORCB 84 

A. Purpose and Applicability 85 

Q. What is the general purpose of Rider PORCB? 86 

A. The purpose of Rider PORCB is to provide a new tariffed service whereby a Q-AGS 87 

may, at its option, sell to Nicor Gas receivables for natural gas commodity service for 88 

certain of its customers.  More specifically, Rider PORCB provides the terms by which 89 

Nicor Gas will purchase receivables from Q-AGSs, including the manner in which the 90 

Company will recover its costs incurred in providing service under the rider, and then 91 

reflect those charges on bills where the receivables have been purchased by Nicor Gas.  92 

Rider PORCB also sets forth the terms and conditions of the new tariffed service. 93 

Q. Would you please describe the new tariffed service that will be provided under 94 

Rider PORCB? 95 
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A. Yes.  Rider PORCB will be available in conjunction with the Company’s competitive 96 

alternative retail supply services under Rider 15 Customer Select and Rider 16 Supplier 97 

Aggregation Service.  Rider PORCB adds a purchase of receivables option for Q-AGS’ 98 

gas supply charges to the existing utility consolidated billing program.  The receivables 99 

will be purchased by Nicor Gas, without recourse, at a discount of 1.5% as part of the 100 

mechanism for the Company to recover the costs of providing the Rider PORCB service.  101 

After the purchase of these receivables, Nicor Gas will include on the customer’s bill 102 

both the Company’s distribution charges and the balance of outstanding charges 103 

purchased from the Q-AGS, and these charges will enter the Company’s collection 104 

process.   105 

Q. What are Qualifying Alternative Gas Suppliers? 106 

A. Rider PORCB defines a Qualifying Alternative Gas Supplier, or Q-AGS, as an 107 

Alternative Gas Supplier that:  (1) is certified by the Commission per Section 19-110 of 108 

the Illinois Public Utilities Act, 220 ILCS 5/19-110; (2) has entered into a Supplier 109 

Aggregation Agreement with the Company and is participating and complying with the 110 

terms and conditions of Rider 16 Supplier Aggregation Service; and (3) bills its gas 111 

supply charges on the Company’s bill.    112 

Q. Are there any limitations on the receivables that Nicor Gas will purchase from a  113 

Q-AGS? 114 

A. Yes.  Nicor Gas will only purchase Qualifying Receivables, which are receivables 115 

satisfying all of the following requirements: (1) the receivables are for natural gas 116 

commodity service provided by a Q-AGS to residential retail customers and  commercial 117 

customers who are Customer Select Participants as long as the Q-AGS has included its 118 
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charges for such natural gas commodity service on the Company’s bill pursuant to 119 

Section 19-135 of the Illinois Public Utilities Act, 220 ILCS 5/19-135; (2) the receivables 120 

consist only of charges for the purchase of  natural gas supplies and do not include any 121 

charges for any other goods or services; (3) the receivables are not subject to any 122 

legitimate billing dispute; (4) the receivables are owned by the Q-AGS free and clear of 123 

any liens, security interests, pledges, encumbrances and other charges or restrictions on 124 

transfer; and (5) the receivables have arisen from providing gas supply to Customer 125 

Select Participants who were, at the time immediately prior to entering the PORCB 126 

program, or during the prior billing period, not in arrears with either the Company or the 127 

Q-AGS. 128 

Q. Does Rider PORCB impose any other restrictions on the receivables a Q-AGS may 129 

sell to Nicor Gas? 130 

A. Yes.  Rider PORCB requires any Q-AGS electing to have its receivables purchased by 131 

Nicor Gas to sell to the Company such Q-AGSs’ Qualifying Receivables for (a) all 132 

eligible residential customers and all eligible non-residential customers, (b) all eligible 133 

residential customers only, or (c) all eligible non-residential customers only.  In other 134 

words, a Q-AGS cannot elect to sell the receivables for just some of its customers to 135 

Nicor Gas; it must sell to Nicor Gas the receivables for all of the chosen class(es) of 136 

customers.  However, a Q-AGS is not precluded from serving specific non-residential 137 

customers, without Rider PORCB, through either dual billing (where the utility and Q-138 

AGS both send the customer separate bills) or through the supplier’s own consolidated 139 

billing program in which the Q-AGS consolidates both utility and supplier charges on the 140 

supplier’s bill. 141 
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Q. What are the categories of eligible customers under Rider PORCB? 142 

A. Rider PORCB defines eligible residential customers as all residential customers receiving 143 

a consolidated bill from the Company that includes gas supply charges from a Q-AGS 144 

electing service under the rider.  Rider PORCB defines eligible non-residential customers 145 

as all non-residential customers (those customers on Rate 4 – General Service and Rate 5 146 

– Seasonal Use Service) receiving a consolidated bill from a Q-AGS electing service 147 

under the rider.  In addition, the residential and non-residential customers are 148 

participating in Nicor Gas’ Customer Select program, Rider 15, and the  149 

Q-AGSs are taking service under Nicor Gas’ Rider 16 Supplier Aggregation Service. 150 

Q. Are there any exceptions to these categories of eligible customers? 151 

A. Yes.  Nicor Gas proposes to exclude from Rider PORCB any residential customer 152 

participating in the State of Illinois’ Percentage of Income Payment Plan (“PIPP”).  As 153 

such, Nicor Gas will not purchase receivables from a Q-AGS for the accounts of 154 

residential customers who participate in the PIPP. 155 

Q. Would you please briefly describe the PIPP and how it bears on Nicor Gas’ service? 156 

A. Yes.  Section 18 of the Illinois Energy Assistance Act (the “IEAA”), 305 ILCS 20/18, 157 

provides for state-wide payment assistance programs, including the PIPP, operated under 158 

the auspices of the Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity 159 

(“DCEO”).   160 

Effective September 1, 2011, as reflected in Docket No. 11-0545, Nicor Gas 161 

implemented Rider 28, Residential Payment Assistance Programs, consistent with the 162 

DCEO’s obligation to provide state-wide payment assistance.  Rider 28 describes the 163 

state-wide programs, including the PIPP, which may reduce a customer’s payments to 164 
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Nicor Gas by providing funds as credits to the customer’s bill.  Specifically, the PIPP 165 

program offers low-income residential customers the opportunity to receive from the 166 

DCEO monthly credits for natural gas service based on the customer’s annual income, as 167 

verified by the DCEO or its Local Administrative Agencies (“LAAs”).   168 

Customers must apply at their local LAA to participate in PIPP, and participation 169 

in the PIPP requires customers to participate in the PIPP budget payment plan.  The 170 

amount of each monthly PIPP grant is determined by the DCEO or LAA in conjunction 171 

with its eligibility determination.  Nicor Gas credits any participant’s account the amount 172 

of that customer’s monthly PIPP grant, up to $100 per month and the participant is 173 

responsible for making monthly payments equal to the difference between the PIPP 174 

budget payment plan amount and the monthly PIPP grant. 175 

Q. Why does Nicor Gas propose to exclude residential customers participating in the 176 

PIPP from Rider PORCB? 177 

A. In short, there are significant additional costs to and challenges posed by including such 178 

customers in Rider PORCB.  Accordingly, in the interest of implementing Rider PORCB 179 

as quickly as possible, RESA and IGS agree that inclusion of PIPP customers should not 180 

be part of the initial information technology systems changes, but will be considered for 181 

inclusion in the PORCB program at a later date.  If it is determined at a later date to 182 

include PIPP customers in the PORCB program, Nicor Gas would seek to recover its 183 

Capital Recovery Costs for the Company’s investment in necessary systems changes in 184 

the same fashion I describe in this testimony.   185 

Q. Do the tariff sheets submitted by Nicor Gas reflect the exclusion of PIPP 186 

participants? 187 
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A. No.   188 

Q. Would Nicor Gas propose any changes to the tariff sheets to reflect this exclusion? 189 

A. Yes.  The definition of eligible residential customers in Rider PORCB should be clarified 190 

to reflect that such customers do not include PIPP participants.      191 

B. Costs of Rider PORCB 192 

Q. Does Nicor Gas anticipate incurring costs to provide service under Rider PORCB? 193 

A. Yes.  In general, Nicor Gas anticipates incurring developmental, implementation, 194 

administrative, and operational costs associated with providing the new Rider PORCB 195 

service.  Rider PORCB sets forth two categories for these costs — Administrative and 196 

Operational Costs (“AOCs”) and Capital Recovery Costs (“CRC”). 197 

Q. What are the AOCs? 198 

A. AOCs are the incremental expenses incurred by or for Nicor Gas in association with 199 

services provided under Rider PORCB, including the following:  (a) ongoing electronic 200 

data transfer costs; (b) costs for obtaining Commission approvals and participation in 201 

regulatory proceedings; (c) financial tracking, audit, and reconciliation activities with 202 

respect to the rider; (d) staffing required to administer and address questions from Q-203 

AGSs and others regarding services provided under the rider; (e) fees, charges, billings or 204 

assessments related to the rider; (f) costs or expenses associated with equipment, devices, 205 

or services that are purchased, provided, installed, operated, maintained or monitored for 206 

services provided under the rider; and (g) legal, auditing and consultant costs related to 207 

the rider. 208 

Q. What are the CRCs?  209 

A. As defined in Rider PORCB, CRCs are the revenue requirement necessary to recover the 210 

Company’s investment in information technology systems necessary for the PORCB 211 
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Program.  CRCs include:  (a) initial programming changes to  implement the PORCB 212 

Program; (b) general billing system and related enhancements required for the PORCB 213 

Program; (c) development of information technology to implement the PORCB Program; 214 

and (d) future system modifications required to maintain information technology system 215 

integrity and functionality related to the provisions of the PORCB Program.  Annually, 216 

CRCs will equal the five-year levelized revenue requirement sufficient to recover the 217 

return of and on the Company’s investments as I’ve just described at an 8.09% rate of 218 

return as approved by the Commission in Nicor Gas’ last rate case, Docket No. 08-0363. 219 

C. Cost Recovery 220 

Q. How does Nicor Gas intend to recover the costs of providing the new Rider PORCB 221 

service? 222 

A. Nicor Gas proposes to recover all costs to provide this new service from the Q-AGSs that 223 

elect the service under Rider PORCB and from the Q-AGSs’ eligible customers. 224 

Q. Are any of the costs related to providing the new Rider PORCB service already 225 

being recovered through Nicor Gas’ base rates? 226 

A. No.  All the costs that Nicor Gas seeks to recover represent new, incremental costs that 227 

are not currently reflected in Nicor Gas’ revenue requirement.   228 

Q. What charges will Q-AGSs electing service under Rider PORCB be subject to? 229 

A. First, any Q-AGS electing service under Rider PORCB will continue to pay the existing 230 

Third Party Billing Service charge of $0.25 per bill.  As such, there will be no change 231 

from what the Q-AGS currently pays for the utility consolidated billing service.   232 

Second, a Q-AGS electing service under Rider PORCB will pay a Discount 233 

Factor of 1.5%, which includes 0.5% for CRCs, as applied to Qualifying Receivables 234 

purchased by Nicor Gas from the Q-AGS.  More specifically, Nicor Gas will apply a 235 
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Capital Recovery Adjustment (“CRA”) charge or credit to applicable Q-AGSs’ monthly 236 

Supplier Aggregation Service bills to recover or refund any anticipated under-collected or 237 

over-collected CRCs received through application of the 0.5% portion of the Discount 238 

Factor.  The CRA includes a reconciliation component that will be the difference between 239 

the actual capital recovery cost revenue requirement for the reconciliation period and the 240 

amounts collected through the application of the 0.5% CRC component of the Discount 241 

Factor, plus amounts collected or refunded to Q-AGSs through the CRA during the prior 242 

reconciliation period.     243 

Q. How was the Discount Factor of 1.5% determined? 244 

A. The Discount Factor of 1.5% was the product of discussions with RESA and IGS and 245 

represents an amount that the AGSs determined to be reasonable, including 0.5% for 246 

Capital Recovery Costs.   247 

Q. What charges will Q-AGSs’ eligible customers be subject to? 248 

A. Rider PORCB includes a customer adjustment, which will be a per customer per month 249 

charge or credit calculated separately for eligible residential and non-residential 250 

customers.  The charge will be based on administrative and operational costs, estimated 251 

uncollectible costs, intangible cost recovery and a reconciliation component. 252 

The Administrative and Operational Costs, as previously described, are those 253 

incremental expenses specifically incurred by the Company to administer and operate the 254 

purchase of receivables component of Rider PORCB on an ongoing basis.  The estimated 255 

Administrative and Operational Costs will be divided by the total forecasted number of 256 

customers under Rider PORCB, which will equitably allocate the costs attributable to 257 

administering Rider PORCB to all customers in the program. 258 
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The uncollectible costs will reflect differences between estimated uncollectible 259 

rates and the uncollectible rate embedded within the Discount Factor of 1.5%, and the 260 

intangible cost recovery factor is designed to allow for recovery of up to a maximum of 261 

0.5% of Qualifying Receivables.  The reconciliation component will be the difference 262 

between the actual Rider PORCB costs and revenue incurred, by class, during the prior 263 

reconciliation period.     264 

Nicor Gas will make regular filings with the Commission on or before the 20th 265 

day of the month preceding the adjustment’s effective date.  The adjustment will be 266 

added to or deducted from the customer’s Monthly Customer Charge and will be 267 

applicable by customer class (residential and non-residential). 268 

D. Commission Review and Reconciliation  269 

Q. What process has Nicor Gas proposed for the review of the costs incurred and 270 

revenues recovered under Rider PORCB?  271 

A. Nicor Gas proposes a reconciliation process under Rider PORCB that reflects the major 272 

features commonly implemented for the oversight of tracking riders, including:  (1) an 273 

internal audit report with numerous tests, including that costs recovered under the rider 274 

are not recovered through other approved tariffs, that adjustment factors are being 275 

properly billed to customers in the correct time periods, and that Rider PORCB revenues 276 

are properly stated; and (2) a Commission-initiated proceeding to reconcile costs and 277 

revenues, review the costs incurred, and order adjustments to correct errors if any.   278 

Nicor Gas proposes to file a petition with the Commission to initiate the 279 

reconciliation process on or before August 31 following each twenty-four month 280 

reconciliation period.  The petition will include a reconciliation of the actual purchase of 281 

receivables adjustment costs incurred and revenues booked, including a review of the 282 
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Discount Factor applied in the purchase of receivables.  It will also include a 283 

reconciliation of the actual Capital Recovery Costs and Capital Recovery revenues 284 

booked during the period.  285 

V. TERMS AND CONDITIONS  286 

Q. Is Nicor Gas proposing any changes to its existing Terms and Conditions in 287 

connection with proposed Rider PORCB?  288 

A. No.  Qualifying Receivables purchased by Nicor Gas under Rider PORCB will be subject 289 

to the provisions of the Company’s Terms and Conditions for disconnections, collections 290 

and other billing provisions.  All other provisions of the Company’s rate schedules and 291 

Rider 15 under which customers receive service will apply.  In addition, the provisions 292 

related to Rider 16, including Terms and Conditions related to those obligations for  293 

Q-AGSs, will continue to apply. 294 

VI. RIDER PORCB IMPLEMENTATION 295 

Q. Has Nicor Gas estimated what start-up costs it will incur to implement the changes 296 

that will be required by Rider PORCB? 297 

A. Yes.  Nicor Gas has estimated such start-up costs at $3.88 million. 298 

Q. How did Nicor Gas arrive at that estimate? 299 

A. First, Nicor Gas reviewed its current systems and identified the programs, processes and 300 

reports that will need to be modified to implement Rider PORCB.  The documents and 301 

systems that will need modifications or enhancements include, but are not limited to, the 302 

following:  (1) service agreements; (2) the enrollment program; (3) programs relating to 303 

billing, bill extracts and bill messaging; (4) the cancel/rebill processes; (5) payment 304 

programs; (6) programs relating to collections, severance, and reconnection; (7) revenue 305 

and reporting databases; (8) Nicor Gas’ General Ledger; (9) existing and new financial 306 
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and credit reports; (10) bill presentations; and (11) a new process to transition Q-AGSs to 307 

the PORCB program.  Put simply, the changes that will be required to implement Rider 308 

PORCB will touch every aspect of Nicor Gas’ core documents and systems. 309 

  Second, Nicor Gas considered the amount of time and resources needed to 310 

implement these numerous systems changes and arrived at an estimate of approximately 311 

42,400 hours.  The majority of those hours are estimated to be spent on designing and 312 

building the changes (approximately 19,000 hours) and testing the changes 313 

(approximately 7,600 hours) because Nicor Gas must ensure that the changes do not 314 

negatively affect its customers or its financial reporting processes. 315 

  Third, Nicor Gas assumed an average hourly rate of $85 for its personnel that 316 

know the systems at issue and will be responsible for analysis and testing.  Applying the 317 

$85 hourly rate to the 42,400 hours results in a figure of $3.6 million. 318 

  Finally, Nicor Gas assumed that it also will incur overhead and administrative / 319 

general expenses related to the start-up process.  Nicor Gas estimated those expenses at 320 

8% of the $3.6 million, which is an additional $288,000.  These figures together are the 321 

estimated total of $3.88 million.  322 

Q. Has Nicor Gas estimated how long it will take to implement the changes required by 323 

Rider PORCB? 324 

A. Yes.  Assuming the use of Nicor Gas’ current staffing level, Nicor Gas estimated that it 325 

will take two years from the beginning of the implementation project to make all the 326 

systems changes described above and implement Rider PORCB.  Nicor Gas has proposed 327 

to first determine the Q-AGSs that are interested in the Rider PORCB service within 60 328 

days after approval of the tariff and then to begin the implementation project. 329 
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VII. CONCLUSION 330 

Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony? 331 

A. Yes. 332 


